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50th Congress, ) SENATE. jDocuarENT
1st Sessio7i. I 1 No. 458.

REPORT UPON IMPROYEIMENT OF VALLEY OF ROCK CREEK, FROM
MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE TO MOUTH OF THE CREEK.

lETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, SUBMITTING, PURSUANT TO
LAW, A REPORT UPON THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE VALLEY OF
ROCK CREEK, FROM MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE TO THE MOUTH
OF THE CREEK.

May 2, 1908.—Referred to the Committee on the District of Columbia and

ordered to be printed.

May 21, 1908.—Ordered reprinted with maps and illustrations.

Office Commissioners of the District of Columbia,
Washington, April 30, 1908.

Sir: The Commissioners of the District of Columbia have the
onor to submit the following report upon the improvement of the
alley of Rodv Creek, from Massachusetts' avenue to i\\r _aouth of the
'eek, in pursuance of the following provision contained in the act
roviding appropriations for the District of Columbia, for the fiscal

^ar 1908:

For preparation of plans and estimates for the treatment of the Valley of
ock Creek from Massachusetts avenue to the mouth of the creek, both by
)eu-valley method and by conduit, including necessary surveys, borings, test
ts, plan, and estimates of cost, four thousand dollars.

Very respectfully,

Henry B. F, Macfarland,
President Board of Commissioners, District of Golumbia.

Hon. Charles W. Fairbanks,
President of the Senate, Washington, D. G.

Office Engineer Commissioner
OF THE District of Colloibia,

Washington, April '25, 1908.

Respectfully forwarded to the Board of Commissioners.
The inclosed report is submitted in pursuance of an item con-
ined in the District appropriation act for the fiscal year 1908, as
(Hows

:

For iireparation of plans and estimates for the treatment of tlie Valley of
3Ck Crock from Massjiclmsetls avenue to the mouth of the creek, both i>y the
len-valley method and by conduit, including necessary surveys, borings, test
ts, plan, and t'stimates of cost, four thousand dollars.
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Tlie work of this survey and the preparation of plans have been
carried out in this ofiice under the direction of the assistant to the

engineer commissioner in charge of the surface division, by the
engineer of l:)ridges, lias been very exhaustive and is fully covered
in the report of the engineer of bridges and the supplemental report
thereon by Caiit. E. M. Markham, all herewith.

Studies have been made looking to four i)ossible solutions in which
all variations occur between L street and the Massachusetts avenue
crossing of Rock Creek,
The first solution studied provides for filling Rock Creek valley

from Massachusetts avenue to I^ street by the construction of a con-

duit for the waters of Rock Creek and the subsequent construction

on the fill over this conduit of a boulevard IGO foot in width.
The second solution involves the same treatment of the valley,

excoi)ting the subsequent construction of the boulevard 400 feet in

width. •

^

The third solution involves the construction of the conduit'from
L street to O street with a KiO-foot boulevard subsequentl}' oy?rly-

ing it, and the open treatment of the valley from O street to Mas-
sachusetts avenue.

The fourth solution involves treating the entire valley from Mas-
sachusetts avenue to L street, preserving it as a valley, with the

proper arrangement of high-level and low-level roads afld paths
throughout the entire distance.

Below L street all solutions involve the same treatment, namely,
an elevated boulevard to the connection with Potomac Park. Above
Massachusetts avenue the same treatment is proposed in all solutions,

namely, the acquisition of a portion of Rock Creek valley for park
purposes and its preservation in its present natural condition.

The estimates of cost ai^-rrs* follows:

For the treatment betwlen L street and Potomac Park under all

projects, $1,100,000.

For the treatment between L street and Massachusetts avenue un-
der the various plans considered, as folloAvs:

For the closed treatment throughout, with a boulevard 100 feet

in width, $7,350,000, and as against this cost a credit for 1,247,000

square feet of land to be resold, which would reduce the cost to an
aggregate of $5,900,000.

For the closed treatment thi'oughout. with a boulevard 400 feet

in width, $7,850,000. against which a credit for 5'2f).349 square feet

of land to be resold, which would reduce the cost to an aggregate

of $7,2)30,000.

For the closed treatment with a IGO-i'oot boulevard between L and
O streets and open treatment between O street and Massachusetts

avenue, $5,100,000.

For the open treatment throughout, $4,750,000.

After this study, I would recommend that the open-valley method
be adopted, and that appropriations be asked for in the near future

looking to the gradual carrying out of this project.

Briefly outlined this project involves the following work:
A main road to be constructed in the valley of the park extending

from Massachusetts avenue to the river. A main path extending the

same distance, in a general way paralled to the main i-oad—nil in the

valley of the creek; and wherever possible additional driveways and
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paths are provided. It is planned to develop the entire area as a city

park, with the exception of the section between L street and Potomac
Park, which will be treated as a more or less formal parkAvay and
park connection. The section north of O street could easily be de-

veloped into a beautiful informal city j)ark having a maximum width
of 600 feet and a minimum width of 400 feet. At Massachusetts

avenue the main drive is planned to be carried through the embank-
ment now crossing the valle}'^ at that point, a subway being provided
with a width of 35 feet and a height of 24 feet, having the form of a

single arch.

In addition to the main drive in the bottom of the valley, bor-

dering roadways are contemplated on both sides, with a view to

having the park almost entirely surrounded by streets, so that the

backs of buildings could not be presented to view from the park.

Main driveway entrances to the park are provided from Massachu-
setts avenue just south of the valley by the road now known as Water-
side drive, and from Q street by the same road; also from Twenty-
fifth street just north of N street and from Twenty-sixth and L
streets, and from the formal driveway which leads from Potomac
Park along the banks of the Potomac River and Ilock Creek to this

last-mentioned entrance. Entrances from the west are provided at

a point near Twenty-sixth and P streets and from a point near
Twenty-sixth and Q streets and by way of the old Lovers Lane val-

ley, and from T street as far as that street will ultimately be com-
pleted. In addition to these carriageway entrances, pathway en-

trances are provided at nearly every point where the bounding streets

are intersected by lateral streets.

Crossings are provided as follows:

A bridge is proposed from the intersection of Twenty-eighth and
E streets to the intersection of Massachusetts avenue and S street. A
bridge is provided at Q street, a new bridge at P street, a bridge at

N street, a new bridge at M street, and a new bridge at- Pennsylvania
avenue. The K street bridge, proposed to be maintained at its pres-

ent grade, will be crossed above grade by the elevated driveway along
the quay. The low driveway crosses the creek at four points, by
small bridges, namely, just south of Pennsylvania avenue, just south
of P street, also at a point near the old Lyon's Mill, and at a point
near the pumping station south of Massachusetts avenue.
The plan involves the condemnation of about 3,750,000 square feet

of land, including improvements, and involves a considerable amount
of grading in the section between M and O streets and from the point
of the hill near the present P street bridge.

It is believed that authority to purchase or condemn this land,

which it is estimated will, with the improvements, cost about
$1,920,000, should be granted by Congress at as early a date as pos-
sible, for the double reason of making the ultimate develoi^ment of

this })ark connection an assured fact, and also to prevent the perpetua-

tion of the dumping nuisance, which has already assumed sucli large

proportions, and which is largely beyond (he control of (he District

officials as the dumping is not on public space. The passage of time
and the continuance of these conditions necessarily adds to the cost and
dillicnlty of the construction work. It is believed that the j)urchase

of this land will be of sufficient local benefit to justify assessments

for benefits, but it is not believed advisable to suggest any definite
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amount that the assessments shoiikl reach, nor any proportion of the

total cost, unless the completion of the work could be guaranteed
within a reasonable period after the commencement.

In closing, it should be stated that the report also covers an esti-

mate of tiie cost of the scheme of improvement suggested by Mr.
Samuel Parsons, as nearly as that cost could be estimated with def-

initeness from the rather indefinite suggestions made in his report.

Jay J. MoRROAV,
Blajor^ Corps Engineers^ U. S. Army^

Engineer Commissioner^ District of Columbia.

March 11, 1908.

Respectfully forwarded to the Engineer Commissioner, District of

Columbia.
The accompanying report and estimates of cost pertaining to the

improvement of Hock Creek have been carefully prepared, and the

relative merits of the various possibilities outlinecl in detail by the

engineer of bridges, whose views are concurred in. These possibilities

are four: First. The closed treatment of Rock Creek valley from
Massachusetts avenue to L street and the subsequent construction of

a 160-foot boulevard. Second. The same, with a 400-foot boulevard.

Third. The open treatment from Massachusetts avenue to O street,

and the closed treatment below that point, with a 160- foot boulevard
over the covered portion. Fourth. The open treatment from Massa-
chusetts avenue to L street with a proper arrangement of high-level

and low-level roads and paths over the entire distance.

Below \i street and to the connection with Potomac Park an ele-

vated boulevard is proposed with any method of treatment that might
be adopted for that portion north of L street. The various costs of
these several methods are given in the accompanying table of costs.

A park effect of one kind or another is unquestionably the essence

of any possible treatment of Rock Creek between Massachusetts
avenue and L street, and it is thought that the vast majority of those

who in either a public or private capacity have had to do with or
thought about the project have had the park question more strongly
in mind than the mere elimination of the barrier that now exists in

Rock Creek Valley between the city of Washington and Georgetown.
It is thought that the park question should be given far the greater
weight in determining upon any method of procedure.

Under any form of closed treatment there would be secured over
the length so closed a continuous physical connection between the city

of Washington and Georgetown, but at great cost, of doubtful useful
value, and available for building purposes only in a very remote
future. Assuming the closed treatment for either a part or for the

entire lengtli, a 160-foot so-called boulevard would be but little better

than an ordinary street. A 400-foot boulevard over the closed por-

tion would doubtless effect a somewhat better park condition, but
would probably never be flanked by a class of private construction

in keeping Avith such improvement, for it is doubtful if substantial

residential construction would be attracted to a new fill of 50 or 60
feet, such as would exist in this case, in a less period than ten to

twenty years after the completion of such fill. Certainly it w^ould be
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doubtful to attempt substantial building in a lesser period than ten
years. Hence, since the filled ground, once dispqsed of to private
interests, would certainly not be allowed to lie idle, it is probable
that a cheap character of building would ensue along this boulevard,
rather than that it would become the fine residential avenue that its

cost and character should warrant.
The closed-conduit method of improvement, which would doubt-

less involve in its mere fill from eight to ten years, could therefore
hardly meet the expectations of its supporters for a period of at least

twenty to thirty years, if ever.

It is the apparent expectation of those interested in the closed
treatment that the business interests of Georgetown would be vastly
bettered thereby, and that a good class of residential construction
would spread westward from Washington across the present site of
the valley and, invading Georgetown, would finally eliminate the
squalid settlements along the west side of Rock Creek below P street.

This is very seriously doubted. Theoretically it might seem desir-

able to absolutely eliminate this Rock Creek barrier, but it is certain
that in a utilitarian way Georgetown's needs can be abundantly sub-
served by its present and a few additional bridges, namely, at N
street, Q street, and possibly later at R-S street.

Attention is invited to the point raised by the engineer of bridges,
and which has been touched upon in past reports, as to the propriety
of the District's securing by condemnation the necessary land for this

closed method of improvement and, after said improvement, selling

the excess over public needs to private interests. Such a procedure
is probably of very doubtful legal color. It is stated in the accom-
panying report that the purchase of the necessary land in open
market would increase the cost of closed treatment by as much as a
million dollars, which makes the matter one for serious consideration.

The open treatment of Rock Creek (eliminating from present con-
sideration the R-S street bridge) is less costly than the least expensive
of the closed or partially closed treatments by nearly a million dollars

and less costly than the most expensive of the closed treatments by
about $3,000,000. Both of these comparisons are based upon the
assumption that the necessary land shall be secured by condemnation
and that the excess over public needs shall subsequently be disposed
of to private interests. Such is, of course, the most favorable condi-
tion of comparison.
The open treatment would give a real and beautiful park through-

out a great length of the city, with very easy access to many thousands
of people; would have the advantage of unobstructed park travel,

free from the disagreeable interference of cross-street traffic that
would be involved in any form of closed treatment, and would seem
to have, in a park sense, every possible consideration in its favor. It

would unquestionably afford the most desirable kind of connection
between the Potomac Park and the upjDer Zoological and Rock Creek
parks, which connection in the future development of the park system
of Washington is greatly to be desired.

With the open treatment of Rock Creek valley within the limits

named it is not difficult to see in the not very remote future its limit-

ing streets lined by a handsome class of residences in keeping with the
improvement, and it is thought that there is far more probability of
the elimination of the squalid conditions on the Georgetown bank
of the stream under the open treatment than under the closed.
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Therefore, on the grounds of costs, time of completion, and the
charactor of results to be anticipated, the open treatment of Rock
Creek valley is stroii_i>;ly recommended. It is proper to note that if

any improvement of Rock Creek valley is to be undertaken the same
should be done promptly, for the dumping of earth, ashes, manure,
etc., which has already assumed such unlooked-for proportions will

continue and even increase, since available dumping spaces within the
District have already been reduced to a very small number. Every
load of material that is now dumped upon the banks of the creek will

have to be removed under the open treatment, and if Congress seri-

ously proposes an improvement, such improvement, at least to the
extent of securing control of the necessary land, should be appro-
priated for without dela3^

It is evident that material benefit would result from the proposed
improvement to a considerable section of the city and of Georgetown
in proximity thereto, and the recommendation of the engineer of
bridges, that 20 per cent of the total cost of the improvement should
be assessed as benefits against property for three squares on either side
of the completed project, is thought to be reasonable and proper.

E. M. Markham,
Captain^ Corps of Engineers^ U. S. Army,

Assistant to Engineer Commissioner, D. C.

Washington, D. C, Felruary 29, 1908.

Sir : Pursuant to your instructions, and as required by act of Con-
gress (Public, 1G9), I herewith submit plans and estimates for the
treatment of the valley of Rock Creek from Massachusetts avenue
to the mouth of the creek (or to Potomac River), both by the open-
valley method and by conduit.

Congress appropriated $4,000 for making surveys, borings, test

pits, jjlans, and estimates, and in preparing this report, submitted
herewith, practically this entire appropriation has been expended.

After a careful consideration of the several plans submitted, I
have to recommend that the open-valley method be adopted, because:

1. It is the cheaper.

2. It is the safer and therefore the better from an engineering
standpoint.

3. The improvement can be executed in one-half the time.
4. It gives a better imiDrovement for the abutters.

6. It gives a better improvement for the city considered as a whole.
6. It gives a parkwa}'^ between Potomac and Zoological parks,

which is most desirable.

7. It offers the very best parkway, because the highway travel will
not intersect the park travel at grade. This is a material advantage
not only to the higlnvay travel, but also to the park travel.

8. It gives a park for the abutting section of AVashington which
is without proper park facilities.

9. The open space which will result under the open-valley method
win be a health asset when the abutting property becomes closely
built upon.

10. During the execution of the open-valley plan the unsightly
conditions will not exist which would obtain in the making of the
necessary fill under the conduit plan. It would take about six years
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to make the fill, which means that the conditions for ten years pfter
the beginning of the project under the conduit plan would be even
more unsightly than at present.

11. It is not believed that the taking of this land for park pur-
poses will decrease the taxation in the District of Columbia, first,

because the open-valley method will increase the value of the abut-
ting land to a large extent ; and, second, those who would build upon
the reclaimed land if the conduit plan were adopted will build else-

where if the open-valley plan were adopted. Therefore, on this

account there will be no decrease in the revenues of the District of
Columbia by following the plans recommended.
The total cost of the open-valley project from Massachusetts

avenue to Potomac Park is $5,800,000, divided as follows: Between
Massachusetts avenue and P street, $2,800,000; between P street and
L street, $1,900,000; between L street and Potomac Park, $1,100,000.

It is believed that at this time the improvement below L street

should not be executed,- as there is no immediate need for the park
connection between Pennsylvania avenue and Potomac Park, nor is

there any other need for the immediate improvement of this lower
section. Therefore, in recommending the open-valley plan I have to
recommend only the improvement from Massachusetts avenue to L
street at this time, at an estimated cost of $4,700,000. I would sug-
gest that an appropriation of $2,000,000 be asked for, so that the
necessary land may be purchased at an early date. This appropria-
tion of $2,000,000 should include the necessary authority for the
making of detail surveys and working drawings for the complete
project. After the land is purchased and the contract plans made I
would suggest an annual appropriation of $1,000,000 to complete
the work, which would take six years, including the time necessary
to purchase the right of way.

It is my judgment that it would not be practicable to omit any of
the construction items enumerated under the open-valley plan ex-

cepting the construction of the R-S street bridge, which is esti-

mated to cost about $450,000 plus about $50,000 for the ground,
making a total of $500,000. While it is believed that this connec-
tion is a most desirable one, it might temporarily be omitted, thus
decreasing the cost of the work from $4,700,000 to $4,200,000.

In regard to a comparison of the cost of the open-valley plan and
:he conduit plan I wish to state that I used the same general values
for land and improvement in these two estimates. There is a grave
:][uestion, however, whether or not under the conduit plan it would be
possible to acquire the necessary land under condemnation proceed-
ings, because it is the manifest intention of the District of Columbia,
jnder this plan, to enter into a real estate business. Therefore, it

ippears that the only equitable and legal way to acquire this land
LS by purchase in open marlcet. If such method of purchase is man-
ilatory, the actual cost of the conduit plan would unquestionably be
I million or two million dollars higher than estimated.

The accompanying report considers the various improvements of
Rock Creek in detail and includes an estimate of cost for each plan.

It is believed that 20 per cent of the total cost of the improvement
should be assessed as benefits against the abutting property. It is

;hought that the improvement of the valley of Rock Creek will ma-
:erially increase the real estate values for at least three squares on
?ither side of the completed project. This assessment for benefits
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"v^oiild average something less than 5 per cent of the assessed value

of the property regarded as benefited.

Very respectfully,

"W. J. Douglas,
Engineer of Bridges^ District of Columhia.

Capt. E. M. Markham,
Assistant Engineer Commissioner.

(Through C. B. Hunt, Engineer of Highways.)

Estiinutvs for the improvement of Rock Creek Yalleu, open-valley plan.

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE TO P STREET.

2,4C0,733 square feet land (inclutling iniprovenionts) $1,061,386
-J!i2,000 cubic yards grading, at 3U cents 147,000

3U0 linear feet" tunnel (Massachusetts avenue), at $350 105,000

7,500 square tVet bridge (Montrose), at $0.50 4S, 750

8,750 square feet bridge (pumping station), at $4 35, 000

9,000 square feet bridge (Lyons's mill), at $5 45, 0(X)

50,000 square feet bridge (K and S streets) at $9 450,000

21,050 square feet bridge (Q street) at $8.50 178,976
20,915 square feet bridge (P street), at $8.50 177,778
lieuioving P Street Bridge and temporary bridge 8,000

4,792 linear feet retaining walls 239,000

2,100 linear feet parapet walls, at $6.75 14.175

1,000 linear feet railing, at $5 5, 0(»0

2,400 linear feet cemetery walls, at $7 16,800

17,989 linear feet roads 82,750

18,200 linear feet paths, at 50 cents 9,100

38 acres of cultivation, at $1,200 45,600

6,000 linear feet 4-inch water i»ipe, with laterals, at $1.50 S, 000

3,933 linear feet, west side Kock Creek intercepting sewer, at $15

—

59, 000

5,000 linear feet 12-inch sewer, at $2 10,000

33 catch ba.sius, with connections, at $100 3, 300

130 traps, with connections, at $40 5, 200

250 graves to be removed 50,000
Restoring Lyons's mill 3,500

Total cost Massachusetts avenue to P street 2, 810, 515

FROM P TO L STREET.

1,261,827 square feet land (including improvements) $860,351

308,000 cubic yards grading, at 30 cents 92, 400

9,333 square feet bridge (P street low level), at $3.75 35, OtK)

20,700 square feet bridge (N street), at $8 1(!5, 000

16,200 square feet bridge (M street), at $8 : 129. 600

19.285 square feet bridge (Pennsylvania avi'uue), at $S 154,280

7.0(X) square feet bridge (Chesapeake and Ohio Canal), at $5.70 40,000
Removing M Street P.ridge 8,000
Removing Pennsylvania Avenue Bridge 6,000

2,799 linear feet retaining walls 245.950

l,20t) linear feet parapet walls, at $0.75 8,100

5,000 linear feet railing, at $5 25, 000

9.0.38 linear feet roads 53,010
1.5,(»00 linear fe;'t i»aths, at 50 cents 7, 500

6,0(X) linear feet 4-inch water pipe (with laterals), at .$1..50 9,000
3.9<»0 linear feet intercepting sewer (west side Rock Creek), at $15__ 58, 5tX)

7,2,")0 linear feet 12-inch sewer, at $2 14, 500

15 catch basins, with connections, at $100 1,500
15 traps, with connections, at $40 600
12 acres of cultivation, at $1,200 14,400

Total cost P to L street 1,929,291
2, 810, 515

Total cost Massachusetts avenue to L streii't 4, 739, 806

Note—Engineering and contingencies included in total.
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Estimates for the improvement of Rock Creek Valley, semiconduit plan.

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE TO P STREET.

2,490,733 square feet of laud (including improvements) $1,061,386
492,000 cubic yards of grading, at 30 cents 147,600
300 linear feet of tunnel (Massachusetts avenue), at $350 105,000
7,500 square feet of bridge (Montrose), at $6.50 4S, 750
8,750 square feet of bridge (pumping station), at $4 35,000
9,000 square feet of bridge (Lyons mill), at $5 45, 000
50,000 square feet of bridge (R and S street), at $9 450,000
21,056 square feet of bridge (Q street), at $8.50 178,976
20,915 square feet of bridge (P street), at $8.50 177, 778
Removing P street bridge and temporary bridge 8,000
'4,792 linear feet retaining walls 239, 600
2,100 linear feet parapet walls, at $6.75 14, 175
1,000 linear feet railing, at $5 5, 000
2,400 linear feet cemetery wall, at $7 16, 800
17,989 linear feet roads 82, 750
18,200 linear feet paths, at 50 cents 9, 100
38 acres of cultivation, at $1,200 45, 600
6,000 linear feet 4-inch water pipe, with laterals, at $1.50 9, 000
3,933 linear feet west side Rock Creek intercepting sewer, at $15 59, 000
5,000 linear feet 12-inch sewer, at $2 10, 000
33 catch basins, with connections, at $100 3, 300
130 traps, with connections, at $40 5, 200
250 graves to remove, at $200 50, 000
Restoring Lyons mill 3,500

Total cost, Massachusetts avenue to P street 2, 810, 515

Note.—10 per cent for engineering and contingencies has been added to con-
struction items.

FROM P TO L STREET.

905,196 square feet land (including improvements) $581,623
526,000 cubic yards grading, at 60 cents 315, 000
2,000 linear feet conduit, at $500 1,000,000
Removing M Street Bridge " 8,000
Removing Pennsylvania Avenue Bridge 6,000
1,484 linear feet retaining v^^alls 115, 720
1,200 linear feet parapet walls, at $6.75 8, 100
3,200 linear feet railing, at $5 16, 000
30,300 linear feet roads 125, 500
5,000 linear feet paths, at 50 cents 2, 500
9 acres of cultivation, at $1,200 10, 800
6,000 linear feet 4-inch water pipe, with laterals, at $1.50 9,000
2,733 linear feet west side Rock Creek intercepting sewer, at $15 41,000
1,425 linear feet sewer, at $2 2, 850
83 catch basins, with connections, at $100 3,300
5 traps, with connections, at $40 200
1,500 linear feet sewer extensions 25, 650

Total cost, P to L street 2.271.843
2, SIO, 515

Total cost, Massachusetts avenue to L street 5,082,358

Note.—Engineering and contingencies included in total.

Estimates for the improvement of Rock Creek Valley, full conduit plan No. 1.

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE TO L STREET.

3,057,315 square feet of land (Including improvements) $1,625,480
3,776,000 cubic yards grading, at 60 cents 2, 265, 600

5,650 linear feet conduit, at $400, $450, and $500 2, 489. (XX)

250 graves to be removed 50,000
Changing aqueduct pumping station (Major Cosby) 66.000
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Reuiovlug bridge (P street) $8,000
Ileuioving bridge (M street) 8,000
Removing l)ridge (Pemisylvaniu inenue) 0,000
1,1X0 linear feet retaining walls 129,500
20,020 linear feet roads 282, 700

8i acres of cultivation, at $1,200 10, 000
7,KVA linear feet west side liock Creek intercepting sewer 117,500
l.SUO linear feet 12-inch sewer, at $2 30,000
GO catcli basins witli connections, at $90 5,400
3,250 linear feet sewer extensions 53,000

7, 152, 180
30 per cent on investment for land and improvements 198,900

Total gross cost 7,351,080
1,247,000 square feet of laud to be sold 1, 450, 000

Total net cost 5,901,080

Note.—Engineering and contingencies included in total.

Estimates for the improvement of Rock Creek Valley, full conduit plan No. 2.

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE TO L STREET.

3,343,020 square feet of land (including Improvements) $1,758,926
3,770,000 cubic yards grading, at 00 cents 2, 20.5, 000
G,OUO linear feet conduit, at $4.50 and $500 2,800,000
250 graves to be removed 50,000
Changing aqueduct pumping station (Major Cosby) 00,000
Removing bridge (P street) 8,000
Removing bridge (M street) 8,000
Removing bridge (Pennsylvania avenue) 6,000
1,180 linear feet retaining walls 129, 500
23,220 linear feet roads 413,950
20 acres of cultivation, at .$1,200 31,200
7,833 linear feet west side Rock Creek intercepting sewer, at $15 117,500
l.SCXJ linear feet 12-inch sewer, at $2 30,000
60 catch basins, with connections, at $90 5, 400
3,250 linear feet sewer extensions 53, 000

7, 749, 076
30 per cent on investment for land and improvements 97, 800

Total gross cost 7,840,936
526,349 square feet of land to be sold G20, 000

Total net cost 7,220,936
Note.—Engineering and contingencies included in total.

Estimates for the improvement of Rock Creek Valley, all plans (except

Parsons's).

L STREET TO POTOMAC TARK.

377,009 square feet of land (including improvements) $409,472
80,(100 cubic yards grading, at 30 cents 25,800
3,400 linear feet viaduct, at $100 340,000
l.'.iiHt linear feet sea wall, at $100 190,000
2,740 linear feet paving (streets and area inside sea wall) 100,300
1,000 linear feet 12-inch sewer, at $2 2,000
4 catch basins with coiuiections, at $100 • 400

Total cost 1, 073, 972

Note.—Engineering and contingencies included iu total.
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Estimates for the improvement of Rock Creek Valley, Parsons's plans.

MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE TO POTOMAC PARK.

[Including conduit and filling between L and N streets.]

10,389,274 square feet of land and improvements $14, 859, 912
2,000 linear feet conduit 1,000,000
240 acres of cultivation 288, 000
1,026,000 cubic yards grading, at 30 and 60 cents 465, 600
42,700 linear feet roads and paths 256, ISO
7,833 linear feet west side Rock Creek intercepting sewer 117, 500
3,250 linear feet sewer extensions 53,000
15,000 linear feet 12-incli sewer, at $2 30, 000
5,500 linear feet retaining walls 255,320

Total cost o 17, 325, 512

Note.—Engineering and contingencies included in total.

Estimated cost of project for Rock Creek improvement from Massachusetts
avenue to Zoological Park.

42.7 acres of land, at $10,890, or about 25 cents per foot $465, 000
400,000 cubic yards of grading, at 40 cents 160, 000
16,850 linear feet roads 87, 100
16,000 linear feet paths 4, 800
Cathedral avenue culvert 4, 000
],200 linear feet retaining walls 75,000
10 acres of cultivation, at $1,200 12, 000
7,500 square feet bridge (low level), at $5.33 40, 000
5,500 linear feet fence, at $5 27, 500
4,000 linear feet parapet walls, at $6.75 27, 000
10,000 linear feet 4-inch water pipe, with laterals, at $1.50 15, 000
9,00 linear feet 12-inch sewer, at $2 18, 000

Total cost 935, 400

Note.—Engineering and contingencies included in total.

Estimated cost for making changes at Rock Creek shaft pumping station of the
Washington Aqueduct.

[By. Maj. Spencer Cosby.]

For raising watchman's house $3, 500
For new pumping station building, including foundation for walls 10, 000
For foundation for engines, compressors and boilers 3, 000
For extension of working shaft, construction of shaft to \'alve vault,

etc. 3, 500
For installation of new machinery 40, 000

00, 000
Contingencies, 10 per cent 6,000

Total ^ 06, 000

Estimated total cost of each plan for the improvement of Rock Creek Valley.

Open-valley plan (Massachusetts avenue to L street) $4. 7.>9, 806
Semiconduit plan (Massachusetts avenue to L street) 5,082.358
Full conduit plan No. 1 (Massachusetts avenue to L street) 5,901.080
Full conduit plan No. 2 (Massachusetts avenue to L street) 7,226.930
L street to Potomac Park 1,073.972
I'arsons (Massachusetts avenue to L street and Potonuic I'ark to

N street) 17,325, 512
Zoological Park to Massachusetts avenue 9."55. 400

"$1,456,000 has been added to this estimate, for improvements not contem-
plated by Mr. Parsons.
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Report Upon the Improvement of Rock Creek.

Rock Creek drains a basin having an area of 77 square miles.

The length of this basin is about 22 miles, and the average longi-

tudinal slope per mile is 10 feet, and the average transverse slope
per mile is 230 feet. About 8 per cent of the area drained is agri-

cultural and about 12 per cent is woodland. Tlie balance of the
land is urban or suburban, and for the purposes of this report it

may be assumed as urban, because in twenty-five or thirty years it

will so develop. The freshet discharge between Q street and the
river is slow. Between Q street and the District line, rapid, and the
balance, extending for a distance of 13 miles, having an area of about
60 square miles, may be called medium.
The highest recorded discharge, taken at the mouth of the creek,

was 10,()U() cubic feet per second. The discharge was unquestionably
greater in 1889, but as no gaugings were taken at that time it is

impossible to state how much greater.

I have to quote as follows from the Engineer Commissioners' re-

port of 1893: "From a consideration of the features of the ques-
tion which bear upon the possible extreme discharge to be expected
from the basin I am'led to place this at from 20,000 to 25,0000 cubic
feet per second. I do not believe that so great a discharge can be
anticipated fiom the watershed in its present condition or in the
future, unless exceptional circumstances prevail, but owing to the
vast interests invohcd remote contingencies must be provided for."

In the Appendixes G and H of the report of 1893 there are a
number of calculations showing the probable maximum run-off for
Rock Creek valley. The minimum estinuited amount of run-off in

accordance with the CConnell formula is 4,707 cubic feet per sec-

ond, whereas by a combination of the Burkli-Zeigler formula, Mc-
Maths formula, and the curve of the board of sanitary engineers on
the sewerage of the District of Columbia, w^e find a maximum dis-

charge of 25,C)0G cubic feet per second. A careful study of the re-

sults of the ai)])lication of the several formulas given in Appendixes
G and H will determine the run-off at probably between 15,000 and
2G,000 cubic feet per second.

When the Massachusetts avenue culvert was designed in 1900 a
similar calcuhition was made by the engineer of bridges on the basis

of a 9-inch rainfall over the entire area, uniformly distributed in

twenty-four hours. On this basis, using the l^ui-kli-Zeigler formula,
the maxiuuun discharge was estimated at 20,000 cubic feet per
second.

Two methods of improving the valley of Rock Creek between
Massachusetts avenue and the river have been considered in the
past. First, the method was to improve the valley by carrying the
water in a conduit, and after the construction of the conduit the
valley was to be filled to the grade of the adjacent streets. After
the necessary connecting streets w^ere laid out the balance of the
land Avas to be sold for building purposes. The second method was
for the development of the valley as a park or parkway of a more
or less formal tyj^e, which ])arkway was intended to connect Potomac
Park with the Zoological Park. In addition to this, a park was to

be aiforded for the abutting sections of the city and the limiting

streets were to be so laid out as to develop the adjacent land in the
best practical manner for building purposes. In this second plan
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east and west streets are carried over the creek upon bridges and the
north and south streets are noncontinuous, travel along these streets

being eifected by slight detour.

Under the act of Congress authorizing the making of these plans
we are only authorized to make plans between Massachusetts avenue
and the river. However, as the treatment for the portion of Rock
Creek below Massachusetts avenue can not be properly executed
without considering the treatment above Massachusetts avenue and
extending as far as the Zoological Park, I have also submitted for
your consideration a sketch showing the proposed treatment of
Rock Creek valley from Massachusetts avenue to the Zoological Park.
The sketch indicates a treatment similar to that recommended in this

report as the proper one above Massachusetts avenue. Eventually
similar conditions will exist above Massachusetts avenue to those now
existing below it.

HISTORY or THE CONDUIT PROJECT.

In 1893 Capt. William T. Rossell, then Engineer Commissioner of
the District of Columbia (assisted by the late Capt. J. L. Lusk and
Capt. G. J. Fiebeger and Mr. D. E. McComb, superintendent of sew-
ers)

,
prepared plans and estimates for converting Rock Creek valley,

below the north line of Massachusetts avenue, into a sewer, filling in
the valley between the banks This report was made pursuant to a
resolution of the United States Senate dated July 22, 1892. The fol-

lowing excerpts (somewhat curtailed) are taken from this report,
which may be found in the Engineer Commissioner's report of 1893,
and which report will be referred to hereinafter as the report of 1893.

" Rock Creek, however, must always remain a drainage line for the
large area from which it now carries the water, and no plans of sew-
age disposal would be prepared looking to its abandonment. The
creek is not in any sense a menace to health if it merely carries storm
water uncontaminated with sewage, whether it remains an open con-
duit or is arched over."

" The next question which arose was the cross section necessary to
carry off, without injury, the largest volume of water that may be
expected from the area drained. A careful study of the problem' has
been made, and it is believed that a solution has been found sufficiently

accurate for a preliminary estimate. It will require an arch with a
span of 50 feet and a height from the bottom to crown of the arch of
32.5 feet, giving an area of cross section equal to 1,250.5 square feet.

This cross section, with a slope of 1 to 1,000, may be expected to carry
off about 18,000 cubic feet per second, and under a head of 6.^ feet,

25,000 cubic feet. It is proper to say, however, that further exami-
nation should be made before the work is done." Examination was
made in 1900, and the calculations made in the report of 1893 were
verified.

"After the construction of this sewer there remains the filling in
between the banks, making useful land now so situated as to be com-
paratively useless and obliterating the creek as a barrier betAveen
Washington and GeorgetoAvn."

"Again, the rights of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company in
the lower part of the creek must be bought." Captain Rossell, in
making this statement, was governed by the fact that under his plans
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the closed treatment was to be carried to the river, which treatment
uould, of course, cut ofF the teruiinus of tlie, Chesapeake and Ohio
Canal, which is in the lower portion of Rock Creek.

In order that the next excerpts may be understood, I wish to

state that in the report of ISO.'J it was conteuiplated to purchase
about 4.1^00,000 feet of land before be<rinnin^ the construction of

the conduit. After the construction work and after the valley had
been filled to pfrade a certain portion of the land purchased was to

be retained for streets and the balance was to be sold; therefore Cap-
tain Kossell had not only to consider the estimated cost of buyinf; the

land, but also what he would receive for the portions of the reclaimed

land to be sold, lie assumed that the sale of land would not be made
until after the fill had settled and formed a suitable foundation for

the construction of a tjood class of houses.

The report of 1S93 states: ''What will be the condemned value of

any piece of land it is impossible to say, and I only attempt to make
a very rough approximaticm. To say what will be the selling value of

the land after the improvement is also a matter of speculation, but

I believe above Pennsylvania avenue that double the condemnation
value is conservative."

" Though not required by tlie resolution, T have given the cost of

this work between the different limits, so that full information on the

subject might be harl. It will be noticed that the largest item in each
estimate is the condemnation value of the land; it is also the most
uncertain one. No allowance has been made for interest on sums ex-

pended from the time of each expenditure to the time when the re-

claimed land will be sold. This time will be long and will add
materially to the cost.''

" In closing I will only add a few words as to the advantages to

the District of this work. As a means of sewage disposal it would
be Avroug in })rinciple anrl enormously expensive. From a sanitary

standpoint I can see no necessity for covering the creek at all if the

sewage is kept out of it."

" This improvement, reclaiming a large body of land between
Washington and Georgetown and making them one, will increase

the revemies of tlie District of Columbia by the increased taxation

and will add to the beauty of the city."
'* The proposition to arch over the lower part of Rock Creek means

that a dam of unusual thickness. Avith its top at the elevation of

about 70 feet, is to be thrown across the valley of the creek, from
its mouth to its intersection with Massachusetts avenue extended,

thus converting the valh-}^ above the dam, to the height of the con-

tour of 70 feet, into reservior. This reservior must be prevented

from filling up with water to any marked extent by an outlet hav-

ing suflicicnt capacity to provide a free discharge for the stream

during the heaviest and most prolonged rainfall that may be ex-

pected to occur throughout the basin. With the project carried to

completion, the gap between A^'ashington and Georgetown will cease

to exist, and a densely poj^ulated area will be subject to flooding

and possible disaster if the dam l)e overtopped. The outlet once

built, its discharging capacity will become practically a fixed quan-

tity, while the ability of the basin to produce higher and higher

floods at the head of the outlet will constantly increase as its sur-

face passes from a rural toward an urban character.
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"A further danger AA'hich must not be overlooked lies in the fact

that a great freshet in Rock Creek may be expected to bring down
large trees, portions of iron and wooden bridges, and other debris

in large quantity. Unless the covered channel be made of ample
dimensions its mouth would be subject to stoppage by drift of the
kind described. Whether a flood in the city would follow or not
would depend on the period required to fill the reservoir formed by
the embankment over the covered channel, and the possibility, which
is by no means apparent, of clearing away the drift within a rea-

sonable time. The contents of the reservoir are estimated at 177,-

000,000 cubic feet. With water entering at the rate of 20,000 cubic
feet per second, and none leaving it, the reservoir would be filled

in about two hours and a half." (On account of the fact that the
dam at Massachusetts avenue is considerably higher than was con-
templated by Captain Rossell, it is estimated that this reservoir

would require about four hours to fill under the assumptions made
in his report.)

It may be stated that this report of 1893 is adverse to the using
of Rock Creek for sewage purposes excepting for storm water.
Since this report was made the construction of a separate system of
sewers has been definitely settled, and therefore Rock Creek will

never carry any sewage excepting during a short period between
this writing and the completion of the separate system of sewers.

In 1902 the Massachusetts avenue culvert or bridge was built of
the size recommended in the report of 1893. Since the completion
of the Massachusetts avenue culvert and fill the greatest freshet has
only filled the conduit or culvert to about one-third its full capacity.

It is thought that the feasibility of this type of construction has been
amply demonstrated by this fact. The only force of nature which
might so seriously damage this culvert as to cause the filling up of
the valley would he an earthquake which w^ould separate the conduit
at some point so as to dam off the entire flow. It is impossible to

forecast what the damage would be should the conduit meet with
such a disaster.

It is not thought that a cyclone accompanied by a heavy downpour
of rain would do serious damage, although the portion of the valley

above Massachusetts avenue might be flooded to a level 5 or 10 feet

above the existing banks of the creek. It is thought that the amount
of debris which would come do^^n the creek would be sufficient only
to retard the flow, but would not stop it.

PARK COMMISSION REPORT.

In 1906 the Park Commission, consisting of Mr. Daniel H. Burn-
ham, Mr. Charles F. IMcKim, Mr. Augustus Saint Gaudens, and Mr.
Frederick Law Olmstead, jr., presented a report to the Senate C(>ui-

mittee of the District of Columbia upon the improvement of the park
system of the District of Columbia, which Connnission considered
the improvement of Rock Creek valley both under an open-valley
treatment and a conduit treatment. This Commission advocates the
open-valley treatment, giving considerable colhiteral data and reasons
for their vieAvs pertaining to the dcA'clopment of this section of the
District of Columbia. I have to quote as follows from their report:
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" Two radically different plans have been suggested as alternatives
in the treatjnent of Kock Creek and its accompanying park way be-
tween Pennsylvania avenue and Massachusetts avenue.

" The Massachusetts avenue crossing over Rock Creek has been
designed and is under construction as a culvert and till upon the as-

sumption that the first plan will be carried out, but although this fill

will interfere with the perfect execution of the open valley plan, we
feel compelled to recommend the definite adoption of the hitter on
grounds of econom3^ convenience, and beauty. We may point out,

however, that the park drives and ])atlis under the open-valley plan
would be separated b}'^ grade from confiict with the commercial traffic

of a busy district. The sights of the inland region between Pennsyl-
vania avenue and Q street are for the most part merely shabl)y,

sordid, and disagreeable. It is, therefore, a very fortunate oppor-
tunity that permits the seclusion of the park way in a valley the im-
mediate sides of which can be controlled and can be made to limit

the view to a self-contained landscape, which may be beautiful even
though restricted. In so far as it was practicable, without essential

injury to the park way, we have followed lines already fixed for

streets on the highway plans and elsewhere have provided for new
boundary streets."

" The argument for and against each of these plans (open valley

and conduit) may be divided into consideration of expense and con-
sideration of direct benefit to the connnunity." The Park Com-
mission, after going into the figures very carefully (see Appendix
D), state as follows:

" It is evident after all due allowance is made for the imperfect
data upcm which comparison is based, that the first plan (the conduit
plan) would, imder any circumstances, be far more costly than the

second plan with its open valley.
" The parkway provided under either plan would be in itself agree-

able and dignified. Under the first or culvert plan there would be
a broad, central roadway, flanked by four rows of trees in turf park-
ings, with promenades. Outside of these j^arkings would be wide
streets for house frontage and for traffic, with the usnial sidewalks
and narrow parkings, and the general effect, regardless of the ([uality

of the abutting private pi-operty, would he similar to that of many
of the notable boulevards of European capitals. ]^ut it is impossilile

to so disregard the appearance of the suri-ounding and inclosing

buildings, for in boulevards of this formal urban type it is the build-

ings that fix the character, while the trees are merely a decorative
adjunct.

" The portion of Georgetown and AVashington through which the

line passes is now given over partly to manufacturing and partly

to a poor class of residences. It is very far from agreeable in appear-
ance, and it is hardly to be expected that it will become a first-class

part of the city, because natural growth exerts no pressure in that
direction. The tide of development can often be deflected by park
and street improvements, but it can very seldom be reversed. A
parkway, therefore, built according to the first plan would probably
be lined by factories, tenement houses, and the like, on a level -with

the drive and separated from it only by the width of a street and
four rows of tree trunks.

" Under the second or open-valley plan the broad main drive ac-

companied by paths would run along a little above the creek, some-
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what as does the new drive through Rock Creek Park. The present
valley, which has been narrowed by the constant dumping of earth
over its edge, would be widened by excavation at the restricted points

to a semblance of its original form and clothed with turf and trees.

Along these border roads the same factories, tenements, and the like,

would doubtless be built as in the other case, but with the traffic

roadways from 30 to 40 feet above the park drive such occupation
would not intrude itself forcibly upon the attention, even if it were
not entirely cut off from view. For the driver of a spirited horse,

for the wheelman, even for one strolling afoot along the parkway,
the necessity for crossing a busy thoroughfare at every block, to-

gether with several electric car lines, Avould seriously mar the ease

and comfort of a pleasure excursion, while the obstruction to business

traffic by grade crossings of a thronged parkway is not to be ignored.
But there are still other points to be taken into consideration,

of which the most important is perhaps that the culvert plan would
add a considerable area to the building land of the city, from
which in time a large income would be derived in taxes. The same
argument may be raised against the withdrawal of any park land
from commercial occupancy, and it is merely a question whether
in this case the value of the park-like borders to the drive and
its partial seclusion from disagreeable surroundings would be worth
the loss in taxes. In our opinion it would be, especially when it is

considered that the potential purchasers of this land are not likely

to be lost to the District as taxpayers, but will simply purchase
other private land, increasing its value by improvements and pay-
ing the same taxes upon it. This raises the question, too, whether it

is a wise policy and in accordance with our principles of govern-
ment for the public authorities to go into the real estate business

in competition with the citizens. If the Government is not to go
heavily into real estate speculation in competition with the land-

owners of the District, the cost of the culvert project becomes so

enormous as to be utterly out of the question.

EXISTING CONDITIONS WITH REFERENCE TO THE TWO PROPOSED TREAT-
MENTS.

Beginning at the north end of the project we have Massachusetts
avenue culvert crossing the valley at an elevation of about 85 feet

above the water level. This avenue between the valley banks has a

width of 80 feet, including the sidewalks. At the grade of the creek

the fill is pierced by a culvert 50 feet wide and 220 feet long. On
the right bank of the creek, beginning at Masachusetts avenue and
extending down the creek to Lovers Lane branch, a distance of 700
feet, is a" beautiful hill rising to an elevation of 165 feet above the

creek. This hill is partly covered with grass, shrubs, and large trees.

The Lovers Lane valley is a beautiful Avoodland offering one of the

most picturesque spots within our reach. The portion of this valley

included between Rock Creek and Lovers Lane must be given careful

consideration, whatever type of treatment is finally decided upon.

If the open-valley treatment of Rock Creek is selected, then this sec-

tion of the Lovers Lane valley must become part of that park. If

the Rock Creek valley is to be filled, then this portion of the Lovers

S. Doc. 458, t>0-l 2*
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Lane vnlloy must also he fillod at that tiino. The ri<i:ht bank of this

portion of tlie L()^el•s Ijaiie valley, e.\ten(liii<2: to U street, is known as

the Montross property and has already boen considered as a de-

sirable park by the public and by the Connnissioners. Tho rifjht

bank of Rock Creek, extending from Lovers Lane valley to Q street,

is covered by Oak Hill Ce'metery and Mount Zion Cemetery. The
total frontao;e of these two cemeteries on Rock Creek is 1,800 feet.

It Avill be well at this point of the report to call your attention to

the fact that these two cemeteries form a formidable barrier, greater,

as a matter of fact, than any physical barrier that separates the city

of AVashington from Georgetown. The left bank of Rock Creek,
beginning at IMassachusetts avenue, is practically unimproved as far

as Q street, with the exception that between Decautur place and L
street, fronting on Massachusetts avenue, there are 12 expensive
houses. The upper portion of the bank at the level of Massachusetts
avenue consists of a gradually increasing fill of excellent material,

excepting in the lower portion, from Q street to P street, where the

fill has already been carried out as far as the Avater of Rock Creek.
In general, this upper valley presents an attractive landscape with
meadows and wooded areas.

In the upper portion of the valley, near the Massachusetts avenue
fill, is located the Rock Creek shaft pumping station of the Washing-
ton Aqueduct. This plant must be given careful consideration what-
ever plan is decided upon.
Beginning at a point on Massachusetts avenue near Decatur Place

and extending to L street we have the 12 expensive houses mentioned
above. The backs of these houses are toward the Rock Creek valley,

but the houses are of an excellent type, and therefore the back view
will not be particularly unattractive.

Lyons mill, a historic landmark of rustic beauty, with its fine syca-
mores, is a treasure in the memory of many of the citizens of "Wash-
ington who, in their youth, have enjoj^ed the generous hospitality of
the Lyons family, and should not be removed, at least under the open
treatment.
At P street on the right bank is located the expensive car barn of

the Washington Railway and Electric Company. This large plant,
consisting of a series of buildings, is a barrier to the successful de-
velopment of Rock Creek under either plan. Fortunately, however,
it appears that the railroad company may find it advantageous to
abandon this site for one of less monetary value and better situated
for the uses of the company. The lay-out of the streets in this sec-

tion should be such as to best develop this site for residential purposes,
so as to make it advantageous to the company to abandon this site.

However, the plans should be made so elastic that, if the company
does not abandon this plant, the property in the immediate vicinity
may be developed on the general approved lines without the necessity
of i^urchasing this plant at an unreasonable figure.

Under the conduit plan for the extension of Q street it will be
necessary to take all of the small houses in square 1287, although
there will be a small park area left after these houses are taken.
Under the park plan for the extension of Q street it will be necessary
to take those houses on the north side of Q street and east of Mill
street in square 1287. At present we have no continuous streets be-
tween Massachusetts avenue and P street, and in this section there
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is only one street (Mill street) connecting the creek level with the
high level streets. Under both plans it will be necessary to remove
the large brick house which lies in Q street at its intersection with
Twenty-seventh street extended.

Continuing down the creek on the right bank, we first encounter a
roAv of small houses at the old grade of P street, or old Paper Mill
road, whose eventual demolition can not be prevented under either

of the proposed plans. Higher up on the right bank, south of P street

and extending to North street (all of square 1263), we find a group
of 38 small houses, which, under the park plan, it will be necessary
to take. Under the conduit plan it will be necessary to take about
half of this group, and also all of the small houses on the north side

of P street, just west of the car barn.

On the right bank, after the group of houses on the south side of P
street, between Rock Creek and North street, are passed, we have an
ash and refuse bank, 1,800 feet in length, extending to the M Street

Bridge. Under either project this bank must be carefully excavated.
It would not be practicable to build an ordinary class of houses upon
such an unstable foundation. Under the open-valley plan it will be
necessary, of course, to excavate this portion of the valley to a greater
width, so as to permit of the building of the necessary roads and paths.

Under the latter plan about 20 houses within this area would have to

be purchased. Under the conduit plan there would be only 1 house,
or rather a shed, that would have to be purchased.
On the left bank and on the south side of P street there is located a

large structure, which has been a riding academy, market, storage
house, and is now an automobile garage. The foundations of this

huge structure, under the tunnel plan, must be reinforced. Under
the i^ark plan it would be necessar}^ to acquire and demolish a strip of
this building on its west face and extending along its entire length.

Continuing down the left bank of Rock Creek we find that it will

be necessary to take only 1 house, or rather shed, under the conduit
plan. Under the open-valley plan we have to purchase a few small
brick buildings just south of O street, also 2 brick houses facing
on Twenty-third street and 7 small apartment houses facing on
Twenty-fourth street. After this group of houses is passed there
still remains only the shed referred to above as purchased under the
conduit plan. Under the conduit plan, between M street and Pennsyl-
vania avenue, we find it necessary to purchase only part of the Rock
Creek Auto and Carriage Works, in addition, of course, to the imim-
proved land needed. In the case of the open-valley plan it will be
necessary to purchase the very expensive square known as " Avest 14,"

also the Lawton factory on the right bank of the creek. Under the
conduit plan, however, it will only be necessary to reenforce the
foundation walls of the Lawton factory.

Upon square west 14 referred to we find 12 brick structures and
4 frame ones. The Lawton factory referred to is a very large brick
structure, covering something over 7,000 feet of ground.
Below Pennsylvania avenue on the right bank is square 1194, a

portion of wliich is a Government re>ervation, and wliich is now used
for the Wasliington Aqueduct office. Under both i)lans it is desir-

able to take the balance of this square, which, in addition to the Gov-
ernment buildings, has only one other building, a large brick shed.

On the left bank of Rock Creek, under the open-valley plan, we will
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take 1 brick buildinjjf in tuldition to the necessary ground, whereas
under the conduit phm it >Yill not be necessary to include any build-
in «t:s at all.

lielow L street- both the open-valley treatment and the conduit
treatment merge into the same plan, which consists of a park-way
viaduct paralleling the creek and the river and connecting at its

other terminus with Potomac Park. On either side of Kock Creek,
between L street and the river, within the desired right of way, we
find about 25 inexpensive frame structures, used mostly for business

purposes. The country here is, as a rule, flat and uninteresting, but it

is thought that when improved as a |)ark it would be very interesting

and the cost of improvement would l)e small. At L street the Ches-
apeake and Ohio Canal enters the creek, and under any plan this fact

must be given due consideration. At H street the creek flows over a
dam into the river. From H street south to Potomac Park, a via-

duct Avill parallel the river, under our new plan, over ground which is

believed to belong to the United States, but which is now occupied,
with the consent of the Government, by commercial plants. There
is one exception, however, between G and H streets, where there is

a small strip of the ^Washington Gas Light Company's plant, which
it wnll be necessary to take, in order to carry out the existing plans
for this section. It is thought, however, that this taking will not
materially interfere with the plant of the Washington Gas Light
Company. The view from this viaduct, between Potomac Park and
I street, will be a very interesting one. The river industries will

afford much pleasure to the public using the elevated park-way.
In the estimate of the third section, between L street and Potomac

Park, we have assumed that all of squares 1193, 1171, and 1172 will be
purchased and improved eventually for park purposes. Of course,

as long as the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal is in operation, these

squares will be used in part for commerce and storage incidental

thereto.

The following existing Avidths of valley will be of interest in con-

sidering the development of the two projects. All of these widths
are measured at right angles to the thread of the valle}^ At Massa-
chusetts avenue, at the grade of the avenue, the valley has a width
of 700 feet; at the north end of Oak Hill Cemetery, at the grade of

Masachusetts avenue, 800 feet; at the south end of Oak Hill Ceme-
tery, at the'gi'ade of Massachusetts avenue, 900 feet; at Q street, 330
feet. The minimum width at the bottom of the slope at this point
is 45 feet. At P street the maximum width at the top is GOO feet, and
at the bottom the minimum wndth is 90 feet. At Twenty-fourth
street on the line of Twenty-fourth street and at the grade of same,
the width is HOO feet. At N street the maxinuun width at the top is

210 feet, and the maximum width at the bottom is 55 feet. At M
street the maximum width at the top is 230 feet, and the minimum
width at the bottom is 80 feet.

The following land within the limits of the projected improve-
ments is now vested in the United States. This land amounts to

about 8 acres:

Rock Creek shaft pumping station, Washington Aqueduct.
Washington Aqueduct office.

Potomac River frontage.
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Good foundations can be obtained throughout the entire project
sufficiently strong- for carrying the necessary Gonduit and bridges.

Above P street it is thought that the foundations may be economically
carried to rock. Below P street the foundation will be carried on
piles driven about 30 feet into sand. Along the river the foundations
will be in part on piles and in part on rock.

There are no parks in the immediate vicinity, excepting small ones
such as Sheridan and Dupont circles. There are no parks in George-
town.
The buildings in the immediate vicinity of the project and above P

street are sightly, although their backs are toward the creek. Below
P street the surrounding buildings are all unsightly, and the present
ash banks present a particularly undesirable landscape. Photograph
No. 1 shows the attractive valley from Q street looking north. The
top of the level right bank is at the grade of Massachusetts avenue,
and the encroaching fill is indicated in this part of the photograph
by the trees which are being forced by the fill toward the creek.

Photograph No. 2 shows the old L5^ons Mill, and in the rear shows
the grade of Massachusetts avenue. The houses in the extreme right
of the photograph, also the one in the extreme left of the photograph,
are facing on Massachusetts avenue. You will note in this photograph
that the fill at the grade of Massachusetts avenue is encroaching upon
the valley to a slight extent, as indicated by the condition of the trees.

Photograph No. 3 sliows the deplorable ash banks south of P street.

This is a most unsightly section, between P street and M street, which
we have to deal with. Photograph No. 4 shows the ash bank on the

left bank of Rock Creek, about at the line of O street, and shows the
fine possibilities we have of treating this valley. Photograph No. 5

shows the same portion of the A^alley, taken from the other side.

Photograph No. G shows the ash banks between P street and M street

in their most unattractive portion.

It has been proposed to purchase the entire Montrose tract for

park purposes. This, of course, should not be done if the open-
vallej'^ plan is carried out, because under this plan Georgetown and
tlie adjacent portion of Washington would have an ample park
for all pur]Doses. Under the open-valley plan, however, it is most
desirable to purchase the low level ground of the INIontrose tract,

as it can not logically be developed for any other purpose.

If, however, the valley is developed by conduit, with onlj^ a

IGO-foot boulevard over it,' then it would be quite desirable to

purchase the entire Montrose tract in order to give the citizens

of Georgetown a suitable park. However, if conduit plan No. 2
were adopted, a 400-foot level park boulevard would be constructed

between Massachusetts avenue and Pennsylvania avenue, and tliis

park boulevard would alFord all the park area necessary, and under
this plan the purchase of the high level ground of IMontrose tract

would not be necessary.

Under the park plan the upper portion of this tract would af-

ford most excellent building sites and its value would at least be

doubled. It seems a poor policy to purchase high ground at high
cost when there is plenty of low ground which woukl answer the

purpose and Avhich can now be purchased at a low cost.

It has further been proposed to purcliase (he entire Thompson
tract. This tract will afl'ord a most excellent park, but it lies out-
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side the immediate scope of this inquiry, beinor one of the collateral
valleys, in the Kock Creek basin, beside which fact it is north of
Mnssachiisotts avi-nue.

The impro\ tMuent of Rock Creek between Massachusetts avenue
and L street is a thing that must be done at once in justice to the
abutters and because any further delay will greatly increase the cost
of the work and seriously curtail an elficient solution of the problem.

Before taking up the general consideration of the two methods of
treatment it might be well to call your attention to tlie fact that
conduit project may not be extended further south than L street

because of the riparian rights of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal
Company, which canal is a material factor in the commercial devel-
opment of Washington. In addition to this the roof of the conduit
would be above the grade of the adjacent streets, involving an ex-
pense without commensurate return. At K street the top of the
conduit would be 17 feet above the grade of the surrounding streets.

The necessary expenditure to eliminate the canal beloAV Pennsylvania
avenue, giving an outlet west of Kock Creek, would be so enormous
as to be unworthy of consideration. This section of the city is not
desirable for residential purposes and the business interests would
not be benefited by this unnecessary change in grade.

In the plans of Mr. Samuel Parsons,' of New York, made under
the direction of the Secretary of War and aj^proved by the' Secretary
of War, a parkway between the Potomac and Zoological parks was
provided for by acquiring all the land between Twenty-second and
Twenty-fourth streets and extending from the old Naval Observa-
tory to Massachusetts avenue. At N street his plan widened out
very rapidly and at P street his taking line extended only a few
hundred feet from Wisconsin avenue.
A parkway between the two parks is almost mandatory, and its

precise location must be determined on the grounds of economy and
practicability. As will be presented later in this report, I have to state

that the most practical and economical park connection will be over
the land to be reclaimed in the improvement of Rock Creek, Avhether

at high level under the conduit plan or at low level under the park
plan. Therefore in considering the several jilans reported upon herein

we must consider each of these plans, not only for the obliteration of
the unsightly conditions, but also for the making of a park connection
between our two main parks. Again, it is not only necessary to con-

sider the alleviation of the existing conditions in so far as the abutters

are concerned, but also which plan is better for the general improve-
ment of the city. After a careful consideration I am of the opinion
that if the conduit plan were carried out a boulevard having a width
of about 400 feet should be provided as a park connection, as a park
for Georgetown and the adjacent portion of Washington, and as a
general improvement for the city. However, a high-level boulevard
of this type would be much less beautiful than the open valley, and
very much more exiDcnsive. If a high-level boulevard were provided
it would not be practicable to carry the north and south streets

through the boulevard because of the unsightly patchy lay out which
would result.

It may be well here to call your attention to the fact that only
main east and west streets can ever be can-ied across the Zoological
and National parks as connections between the sections of the city on
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either side of these expensive parks. The great cost of carrying

lines of communication across this park area will in itself prevent

any large number of cross streets. To carry the streets at grade
would be most undesirable, because heavy commercial travel would
interfere with the park travel and, conversely, the park travel would
interfere with the commercial travel. Further, many high-level

cross streets would not only be impracticable because of the great

cost of necessary bridges as well as the enormous cost of grading,

but in addition to this the high-level drives would materially de-

tract from the park etfects.

OPEN-VALLEY PLAN.

For the details of this plan see sheets 2 to 6, inclusive. We have
considered this plan in three sections. First, from Massachusetts

avenue to P street; second, from P street to L street, and, third, from
L street to Potomac Park.

It is proposed to have a main road extending from Massachusetts

avenue to the river and a main path extending the same distance, in

a general way parallel to the main road. Where it is practical addi-

tional driveways and paths are provided, and the entire area is de-

veloped as a' city park with the exception of section three, which is

developed only as a parkway or park connection. The development

of the banks of Rock Creek Valley between Massachusetts avenue and
L street should be as an informal city park, because eventually the

entire area will be in the heart of the city and therefore will be ac-

cessible to a large percentage of our population.

Section one could easily "be developed into a very beautiful park,

having a maximum width of 600 feet and a minimum width of 400

feet at Q street. For all prpictical purposes, as far as park effects are

concerned, we will make the total width include the Oak Hill Ceme-
tery, in which case the total width would be 1,200 feet. At Massa-

chusetts avenue the main drive will be carried through the fill in a

tunnel having a width of 35 feet and a height of 24 feet. A single

arch is recommended for this tunnel, rather than two small arches,

because the natural lighting and ventilation of this tunnel is con-

sidered of greater import than the small saving which would result

by using a twin tunnel. The tunnel should be constructed of a light-

colored concrete faced with a white cement, so that it would not have

to be lighted excepting after twilight. One roadway and one main
path will pass through the tunnel, and a second path will be carried

on steel brackets at an elevation of about 20 feet through the exist-

ing Avater-course tunnel or culvert. The level of the roadway of the

tunnel is placed at 38 feet. It is thought that it will never be Hooded

excepting in the case of a flood very much greater than the so-called

Johnstown flood of 1889.

The upper lex'el road on the left bank of the creek, which may be

used as a bridle path, rises to the grade of Massachusetts avenue

almost at the intersection of this avenue with Waterside drive. This

is so arranged that anyone using this high-level drive may continue

along Rock Creek on the high-level road after Massachusetts aveuue

is crossed. Furtheruiore, the upper poiiicm of this high-level drive-

way may be used temiK)rarily as a connection across Massachusetts

avenue until such time as it may be necessary to construct the tunnel
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hereinbefore described. "By this hi^h-level driveway a park connec-

tion is provided with Massachiisolts avenue on the east side of Mock
Creek. A similar connection would be made at some future time on
the west side of Kock Creek.

Before leaving this section of the improvement I wish to call your
attention again to the Rock Creek valley between Massachnsetts
avenue and Connecticut avenue. This valley is a particularly beauti-

ful one and must eventually be developed for park purposes. In
fact there seems to be no other solution of the problem, because it

would cost too much to carry the water in conduit and fill the valley

to such a great width and to be level with the surrounding streets.

Therefore is is assumed that this portion of Rock Creek valley will

unquestionably be developed as a park and sheet No. 13 indicates, in

a general way, what the development of this section should be.

While not required under the act to give an estimate for this work, it

has been appended Avith the other estimates.

In the upper part of section 1 a park entrance is made through
Lovers Lane and Lovers Lane vallev. In addition to this, at some
future date it will be practicable to get a very good entrance with
easy grades through the extension of T street to Wisconsin avenue.

The connection of Rock Creek drive with T street will also make an
excellent connection between GeorgetoAvn and AVashington.

Starting from Massachusetts avenue, the main low-level drive is

on the east' side of the creek and parallels it in a genenli way imtil it

reaches Lyons mill, at which point it crosses on a masonry bridge,

and from there on it continues down Rock Creek on the right bank
imtil just below Pennsylvania avenue, where it recrosses the creek

on a second low-level bridge. From there on this low-level drive con-

tinues along the left bank of Rock Creek until it reaches a point where
the creek runs into the river, and from thea*e on this roadway and low-

main path parallel the left bank of the river until they reach Potomac
Park. As stated before, this lower roadway and its accompanying
path from L street south is carried upon a concrete steel viaduct at

an elevation of about 20 feet above the existing ground. The bridge

at Lyons mill should have a face of gneiss ashlar, and the superstruc-

ture should be of brick to comport in general with the old Lyons mill,

which historic structure should be maintained. This loAv-level Lyons
mill bridge is to be built on a heav}^ skew, so as to offer the best transi-

tion possible between the main low level on the left bank and the con-

tinuation of the same road on the right bank. The old mill road is

too steep for a connection, and therefore it has been subordinated in

this plan.

The main low-level road branches out into a second road about
250 feet south of Massachusetts avenue. This latter road crosses the

creek upon a one-span concrete bridge and continues approximately
parallel to the creek, passing through Oak Hill Ceu^etery at an ele-

vation of about 15 feet above the creek bed. Where this road crosses

the Lovers' Lane branch there will be a rustic bridge having a length

of about 130 feet. The taking of land for the low-level road which
passes through Oak Hill Cemetery will not interfere with the opera-

tion of the cemetery, as the ground taken is at low grade. Neither
will it interfere with any existing graves. The taking line for this

road is placed at some distance from the neat line of the road, so that

in the future there will be no encroachment upon this road by any
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operntions in the cemetery. A path parallels this road, winding "in

and out among the trees, and a vine-covered concrete wall will be
built along the taking line so as to protect the cemetery and further
to screen the view of the cemetery from those using this low-level
roadway. When this is done, this road and path will be among the
most attractive ones within the park area. Just before the Lovers
Lane rustic bridge is reached, the main road on the right bank
branches into a second road, which passes up Lovers Lane Valley,
connecting with Lovers Lane and also T street, as hereinbefore men-
tioned, in a general way. Both the T street and Lovers Lane connec-
tions are excellent ones, although Lovers Lane will have a maximum
grade of about 10 per cent, which is S-i- per cent less than the exist-

ing grade of the lane. T street, however, will connect with Wiscon-
sin avenue at easy grades.
For a number of years there has been more or less talk of the

purchase of the entire Montrose tract for the purpose of affording
Georgetown with a park. As stated hereinbefore, if Ivock Creek
Vallej'^ is developed on the lines laid down in thi*s report, the purchase
of the high ground of the Montrose property Avould manifestly be
unnecessary. Therefore we have located a curved street which liuiits

the high ground of this estate and which street will aiford most ex-
cellent building sites, which will not, in any sense, detract from our
general park plans. The treatment of the balance of the Montrose
tract with the proper footpaths is clearly indicated on sheet No. 2.

The upper road on the east side of Rock Creek, which was pre-
viously referred to as intersecting Massachusetts avenue at Water-
side drive, parallels in a general way the existing creek at an eleva-
tion of about 45 feet above it. Its "lowest level will be just back of
Lyons mill, where it connects, b}^ a back-switch road, with the main
low-level driveway. From this point the upper-level roadway should
rise until it reaches Q street at the grade of the high-level boundary
streets. Thus at Q street we will have a park entrance to the low-
level driveways.
A bridge is proposed between Massachusetts avenue and S street in

Washington and Twenty-eighth and R streets in GeorgetoAA-n. The
plans and elevation of this bridge are shown on sheets No. 2 and No.
4. The bridge proposed for this location is a steel arch with piers of
concrete. This connection is regarded as a very important oiu\ It
will, however, be necessary in order to build this bridge to remove
about 2r)0 graves. It is hoj)ed that this will be effected at an early
date, Avhile there is 5^et time for reinterment in Oak Hill Cemetery.
It appears that this l)ridge should not be built if opposed by the ])eo-

ple of Georgetown, who have relatives buried in ()ak Hill Cemetery.
The construction of this bridge would be manifestly a beiu'fit to
Georgetown and almost solely to Georgetown, and if they do not
desire the building of this structure it should be omitted from the
plans.

In locating the taking lines for this ojien-valley ]ilan (see sheets
2 and ?>) they were made to cover all the low ground and the side
slopes between high and low ground. Between the Massachusetts
avenue culvert and S street, on the left side of the valley, careful
consideration Avas given to the practicability of not tak'ing the land
between Waterside drive and the alley which parallels Massachu-
setts avenue. While this land is not very expensi\e, it seems not de-
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sirable to take more ground than was absolutely necessaiv. It ap-

peared at first that it might be better to have the houses between R
street and the Massachusetts avenue culvert face the park, which
would have boon the case if AVatorside drive were raised to the grade'

of Massachusetts avenue. However, after a careful consideration of

this matter it was decided that if this drive were raised, the filling

would present a very unsiohtly condition for many years, and it is

believed that the class of houses which will be built alon<^ Massa-
chusetts avenue will not have unsightly backs, and if the builders of

new houses be advised that a park will unquestionably be placed as

reconnnended in this report, it is thought that they will take care to

make the backs of their houses presentable. Again, it is believed

that if Waterside drive were raised to the grade of Massachusetts

avenue the class of houses that would be built on this new fill would
be very unsighth^, and of course very much closer than the backs of

the houses on Massachusetts avenue.

The lay out of paths in the entire project will not be described,

except to say that G per cent has been regarded as the maximum for

main paths. Where this grade would have been exceeded on minor
paths, steps have been introduced at intervals to keep the maximum
grade at ('> per cent. It may also be interesting to state here that none
of the roadway grades exceed 6 per cent, excepting the old Mill road

and Lovers lane. The paths have been so located, in so far as it

was found practicable, so that one path will not be seen from another,

neither will one road be seen from another, nor will a path be seen

from a road. Where steep slopes are necessary, it is not intended

that the slopes shall be laid out with mathematical precision, but
hills and hollows will be fomied so as to present a natural and pleas-

ing appearance. Upon boundary streets, on the park side of the side-

walks, a steel railing will be provided with stone j^osts at intervals of

10 or 12 feet. The reason this open railing has been selected rather

than a stone parapet was that people using the upper level driveways
and sidewalks will be able to see into the park.

It is provided under this plan that the Washington Aqueduct
pumping plant will be maintained in its present position, and pro-

vision is made for the hauling of material to this plant along easy

grades. A direct path is also provided between the punij)ing plant

and Massachusetts avenue.

The loAvest elevation of all roads and paths is 15 feet and the ruling

elevation is 20 feet. These elevations were decided upon after a care-

ful consideration of freshet records.

The creek has been confined within retaining walls wherever scour
is probable. In estimating the cost of the wall a pile foundation was
assumed in the lower portion of tiie project and a spread footing in

the upper. In the design of other retaining walls necessary for the

construction of roads and paths due consideration was given to the

cost of all foundations. The river or sea wall is regarded as founded
on rcM'lv.

Where fences are necessary in the park, a rustic concrete or stone-

parapet has been figured upon. Approximate designs of all bridges

were made so as to get an accurate basis of estimate. All bridges
were designed to carry a uniform load of 125 pounds per scjuare foot.

A concentrated wagon load of 30 tons on four wheels, 10 feet centers
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between axles, or a concentrated load of a 70-ton car on two trucks,

distance between trucks being assumed at 40 feet.

From Q street down to Pennsylvania avenue there are two high-
level boundary streets which are so located that all of the houses in

this section of the project will face the park. The difference in level

between the streets on the opposite sides of the park is small, as a
rule, have a difference of elevation of about 5 feet with a maximum
difference of 10 feet.

As stated before, we have in this portion of the park a main low-
level driveway and two main low-level walks which approximately
parallel the creek. Near the intersection of P street with North
street we have a park connection between P street and the low-level

park road. On the other side of the valley we have a similar con-

nection betAveen the prolongation of Twenty-fifth street near its

intersection with N street. This entrance to the park crosses over a
concrete bridge and connects with the main low-level park drive.

The valley in this section is widened to a minimum width between
building lines of 500 feet.

The two high-level streets referred to will have roadjvays 30 feet

in width and two sidewalks, the one next to the park having a width
of 10 feet and the one on the opposite side having a width of 7 feet.

On the building side of the street there will also be a narrow parking
and a narrow tree space. The sidewalks on the park side will be
shaded by trees, planted on the park side of the railing. Numerous
observation bays will be provided in this section, and at nearly all

street intersections there will be paths leading down into the valley.

As the result of the confluence of streets, there will be five small
triangular parks at the high level and in addition to this there will

be a small triangular park near the intersection of P street with
North street. As shoAvn on sheet No. 2, the old quarry south of O
street and betAveen Twenty-third and Twenty-fourth streets will be
uncovered.
Main thoroughfares connecting Washington and Georgetown are

provided in this section. Q street, P street, N street, M street, and
Pennsylvania avenue are carried across the creek. The only cross

street of any value which is made noncontinuous, is O street, but this

street is noncontinuous at several otlier points in the city of Wash-
ington. However, the necessary detour on account of this lack of
continuity is very small. If, at any future time it was deemed
desirable, O street, Georgetown, might be connected with the cur\ed
park street on the east bank, Avhich takes the place of O street. If at

any time it were deemed advantageous and desirable to extend Olive
street across the creek, this of course might be done at a comparatively
small expense. This, hoAvever, seems highly improbable at this time.

North and south streets are not carried across the valley because
the traA^l along these streets is liglit and llie necessary deloiir under
the park plan is small and the benelits which Avould derive from the

continuity of these streets would not be commensurate Avith (lie

necessarj^ cost. In addition to the triangular high level parks de-

scribed, there will be a small high-level \vAvk in s(]unre 3r>, Avhich

might be used advantageously for a playground. It is thought
that the portion of the park betAveen N and P streets could be de-

veloped as the most beautiful urban park in the Avorld. The oppor-

tunities for attractive development are great. A street on the Avest
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side of Kook Creek is sliown connecting P street with Q street. It

IS beliext'd Hint tlie car barn has almost reached tlie end of its useful-

ness and (hat the railroad company woidd welcome the lay out of
streets which would develop this property best for i-esidential pur-
poses. This street, however, is regarded as desirable rather than
mandatory.
As stated hereinbefore a small portion of the low ground of Oak

Hill Cemetery will be tiiken as a road. In extending this road be-

low Lyons mill it will be necessary to take a small portion of the
low, level ground of the JSIount Zion Cemetery. There are no graves
in this section of the cemetery. xV triangular space, included be-

tween Q street, Kock Creek, and Mount Zion Cemetery is shown as

taken, and it will be used for park purposes. Q street is widened
on the Georgetown side and a curved connection with Q street is

suggested for East place, so that that street will not have a blind end.

It is also suggested, but is not deemed essential to the park plans,

to extend Cambridge street to Twenty-eighth street, thence by curved
street to Q street. The construction of this street would develop
considerable residential property. The extension of Twenty-seventh
street to meet the curved street is also suggested. The construction

of a street west of the car barn, connecting P street with Q street,

is suggested, but not included in the estimates of this report.

It may be well here to call attention to the ash and street-sweep-

ing dump which lies almost in the extension of O street and between
Twenty-third and ^TAventy-fifth streets. This banlf is constantly

sloughing into the creek during heavy rains and it is thought it would
be totally impracticable to develop this section of I\ock Creek for

park purposes without taking out nearly all of this undesirable
refuse.

The narrowest portion of the park in this section, in fact in the
entire park between Massachusetts avenue ard Pennsylvania avenue,

is nearly as wide between parapet walls as Lafayette Park. You will

notice that below Q street on the high-level street sections, that prac-
tically none of the houses will face the park excepting those on the

north side of P street between the end of the P Street Bridge and
North street. The garage at Twenty-second and P streets and a
few small houses on Twenty-seventh street will unquestionably dis-

apjiear when this work of reclamation is executed.

The expensive property which must be taken between M street

and Pennsylvania avenue has been referred to before in this report.

This will be clearly seen by examining sheets 1 and 2, which show
the area taken and the necessity for same.
The existing P street bridge is in fair condition and would last,

under ordinary conditions, about twenty years. The existing M
street britlge is also in fair condition and will last about the same
number of years. The IVnnsylvania avenue bridge is in fair condi-
tion, but is too weak to carry heavy travel. The War Department
has deemed it necessary, on account of its weakness, to require that all

horses crossing this bridge should be kept at a walk. Further, this

bridge is too narrow, and on account of its narrowness and weak-
ness, it is necessary for the cars on Pennsylvania avenue to make an
unsightly and dangerous detour in order to get to Georgetown. This
bridge should be rebuilt at an early date to accommodate existing
travel, and the street cars should cross this new bridge instead of M
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street. All of the three bridges mentioned have wooden floors, and
it is thought that they are of such permanent type that asphalt floors

should never be placed upon them.
K street bridge has just been rebuilt and need not be replaced.
The only street connection between Georgetown and the city j^roper

below L street (this portion of the project is known as section 3) is at

K street. At present there is no reason for carrying any other street

across the creek in this section of the work, nor is it thought that addi-
tional cross streets will ever be needed. Only the low park road and
one parallel path is extended into this lower section. This road and
path cross the creek just above the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, and
from this point to Potomac Park the roacl and path (or sidewalk) is

carried on a concrete steel viaduct about a half mile in length. The
low-level bridge at the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal will be at about
the same level as L street, at such grade so that canal craft using this

portion of the creek will not be interfered with.

The object of carrjdng the road and sidewalk on a viaduct in this

section was so as not to interfere with commerce and yet have the road
and path near the water's edge, where a fine view may be had of the
river, the shore of Virginia, and the immediate shipping. Such con-
nections from this viaduct to the street system may be made from
time to time as may be necessary.

The viaduct will cross K street at an elevation of 20 feet above the
present grade of the street. From L street to G street it is intended
to purchase all of the ground from the east line of the viaduct to the
west line of Rock Creek and also squares 1171, 1172, and 1193 and
develop this ground partly for park purposes and partly for commer-
cial purposes. The viaduct will cross the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal,
or Rock Creek, on a steel bridge at the bend of the creek, just before
the creek empties into the river. This is not really a crossing of the
creek, but really a crossing of the bend of the creek.

From the mouth of Rock Creek to Potomac Park it is intended to
build a new sea wall. It is assumed that the average depth of this sea

wall will be below mean low tide 25 feet, and the top of the wall
above mean low tide 9 feet. It is assumed that the foundations of this

wall will be on rock, and at the foundation the wall will have a width
of 18 feet.

It is believed that all of the existing land lying west of the east

building line of Twenty-seventh street belongs to the United States,

and it is recommended that the Department of Justice be requested

to determine as to the ownersliip so that possession may be taken, if

the land is owned by the United States. It is intended, under tlie

existing plan, that this land be developed on its present commercial
lines. The location of the concrete steel viaduct has been given
careful consideration, and the location has been made so as to inter-

fere as little as possible with the maintenance and operation of exist-

ing plants. It is further recommended that all of squares llTl,

1172, and 1193 be purchased at such time as the viaduct is constructed
and this ground be developed on definite commercial and park lines

so as to present an attractive view wlien seen from the viaduct. The
view from the viaduct will be a very interesting one. and the park
effect Avill be found more beautiful in this section tlian the upper
section because of the view of the river and the shore and hills of
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Vii-frinia. The viaduct has been so located as not to interfere ma
terially with the operation of the Washington Gaslight Company's
plant.

The quay along the river front -will have a minimum width of 150

feet, including that portion of the quay beneath the viaduct, which
may be used for storage purposes. In the estimates it is assumed that

the whole quay is paved with granite block and also that all intersect-

ing streets are made to connect with the quay at grade. These con-

nections are included in the estimates.

It is recommended that the improvement of Rock Creek, from
Massachusetts avenue to L street, be executed as early as possible, as

the existing conditions are unsightly, insanitary, retard the proper
development of the abutting sections, and are a reflection upon the
entire city of Washington. The improvement of the lower section

need not be executed until there is an actual demand for a park con-

nection between the Zoological and Potomac parks. Delay in carry
ing out this lower project will not add anything to its cost, whereas
delay in the upper section will not only add materially to the final

cost, but such delay Avill materially interfere with the proper execu-

tion of the plans. The improvement of the section between L streel

and Pennsylvania avenue can not be effectively executed piecemeal
The money should l)o appropriated to purchase all the land necessary
and the work should then proceed systematically for the attainmeni

of the completed project. A cursory study of the building construe
tion in the vicinity of the proposed park will show at once the neces

sity for fixing, as soon as possible, the final location of the streets in

this vicinity.

SEMICONDUIT.

In this design the open-valley treatment is carried from Massa-
chusetts avenue to O street. In this upper section the open valley

and the semiconduit are practically identical. Under the semicon-

duit plan the section from O street to L street is developed by con-

duit and fill. From L street to Potomac Park the treatment is

exactly the same as for the open valley.

The' idea of working up the semiconduit project was to determint
whether or not the conduit or open-valley treatment from O street

to Pennsylvania avenue would be the more cfonomical or otherwise

a desirable one. In the design submitted herewith the conduit is

built upon the existing bed of the creek. All of the poor class of

bank filling (about 200.000 cubic yards) in the adjacent banks must
be removed because it will not make suitable foundation material

for first-class houses. East, west, north, and south streets are made
continuous between O street and Pennsylvania avenue. The grades

are so Avorked out that in case the conduit should become stopped up
the water would be confined, practically, to the new boulevard street

which is provided. This boulevard would have two roadways and
would be directly over the conduit extending from Pennsylvania

avenue to O street. At O street one roadAvay connects WMth the low
level, and the other continues to P street, making a through connec-

tion. The cost of this semiconduit plan over the open valle}' is about

$340,000. It oft'ers some small advantages, in having the continuity

of one north and south street, also one east and west street, which

are noncontinuous in the open-valley plan, but as an improvement
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to the abutting section it is almost useless. The conditions that
exist to-day will be the conditions that will exist lor an indefinite
time if this plan be adopted. It not only offers no advantage to the
abutters, but none to the entire city, nor does it give a park connec-
tion worthy of the name.

FULL CONDUIT PLAN NO. 1.

Under the full-conduit plan, sheet No. 9, the conduit will start at
the present Massachusetts avenue culvert, which supports the exist-

ing fill of that avenue, and from this point it will follow down the
creek in a general way until Lyons mill is reached. At this point it

turns rather abruptly to the right, crosses the creek, and passes in

tunnel under the camel back or ridge which extends from Q street

to P street. After it pierces this small ridge it continues down the
bed of the creek until L street is reached. This is the terminus of the
semiconduit plan. From L street down to Potomac Park the treat-

ment will be identical with that of the open-^'iilley and semiconduit
plan.

The foundations of the conduit are carried to rock in the upper
section, extending almost to O street, whereas below this street the

structure will be supported on piles driven into sand. The conduit
should be constructed of concrete, reenforced with steel. A cunette

should be provided in the bottom to carry the dry-weather flow. The
cunette, the bottom of the conduit, and the sides up to 6 or T feet

above the bottom, should be paved with vitrified block laid in cement.
Following the conduit there will be a boulevard 160 feet in width.

The center line of the conduit and street do not agree throughout the

entire course, but everywhere the conduit lies within the building
lines of this boulevard, excepting near Massachusetts avenue, where
the center line of the conduit passes under an area reserved for park
purposes. It is thought advisable to have this conduit located within
the street lines, so that repairs can be made without injury to the

abutting property. In this plan, north, south, east, and west streets

are carried across the creek, excepting above Q street, where two
cemeteries interfere with the continuity of the streets. R street,

Georgetown, hoAvever, connects with Q street b}^ slight detour, and T
street is made continuous across the creek. The grades have been so

studied that should the conduit become stopped up in any Avay^the
overflow would be confined to the boulevard described hereinbefore.
Above Sheridan circle the boulevard parallels Massachusetts avenue,
and the houses on the west side of the street will be built with their

backs toward the cemetery. Only eighty graves are interfered with
in the extension of this boulevard through Oak Hill Cemetery, and
a less number will be disturbed in Mount Zion Cemetery. A small
park is provided between the boulevard, T street, and Massachusetts
avenue. The land at this point is cheap, the fill is heavy, and it was
found more economical not to fill the land, but to develop it as a park.
As no other park is provided for Georgetown under this plan, it is

highly desirable that the Montrose tract should be purchased and de-
veloped as a park. This estimate has not been included in tlie general
estimates submitted herewith, but it would be well to consider the
necessity for a park in considering this plan.
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The advantages of the open-vaHey phin over the full conduit have
been stated in my letter to Captain Marldiani and need not be re-

peated here. In the estimates it is assumed that the valley (in the

full conduit plans) Avill be filled immediately upon the construction

of the conduit or construction of part of the conduit. The valley

never can be filled by cellar excavations and ashes, as has been as-

sumed for many years. The material taken from the tunnel por-

tion of the conduit will only ^ivc about 2.8 per cent of the fill neces-

sary. The excavations from the tunnel would be just about enou<j;h

to fill up the bed of the creek from one end to the other, but it would
not noticeably add toward the filliui; of the valley. Below O street

it has been assumed in the estimates that it will be necessary to exca-

vate about 200,000 cubic yards of poor material which has been

dumped alon^ the creek from time to time. This material consists of

ashes and other refuse, which is not fit to build upon. In this report

it is assumed that the fill w^ill be brought from Virginia, as there is

not sufficient fill to w^aste in the hills immediately adjacent to the

creek. If the Thompson tract is sold to the United States and de-

veloped for park ])urposes, a considerable amount of the fill can be

gotten west of Rock Creek, because this tract of land referred to com-
prises an enormous low area, which was considered in figuring the

cuts and fills under approved highway grades. In the estimates wall

be found a statement of the cost of raising the Washington Aqueduct
house and appurtenances to grade.

It is thought desirable, but not mandatory, to carry Twenty-fourth
street through to Q street in a location of about 150 feet Avest of the

present location of Twenty-fourth street. Unfortunately this street

would pass through the expensive property of the Washington Rail-

way and Electric Company, therefore between P and Q streets it

may be necessary to abandon the idea of the Twenty-fourth street

extension.

Under the plans, such streets as have asphalt on either side of the

creek, are connected with an asphalt roadway under the new plans.

The balance of the streets will have first-class macadam roadways
with cobble gutters and curbing. Cement sidewalks are provided

throughout.
In order not to have unsightly conditions between the completion

of the fill and the time when the proj)erty is sold, C inches of top

soil is provided and the area is sown Avith grass seed, which is to be

cut to present a pleasing appearance. Trees are also assumed as

being planted along new streets. The extensions of storm sewers

to connect with the conduit and the construction of the west side

interceptor are included in the estimates.

FULL CONDUIT PLAN NO. 2.

In the second project it is contemplated that the conduit would be

located as in conduit plan No. 1. The second conduit plan differs from
the first in that it has a 400-foot boulevard between Pennsylvania
avenue and Massachusetts avenue. This park, or parkway, has two
flanking or boundary streets and a park drive, bridle path, and pedes-

trian paths on either side of the main park drive. On either side of

these roads and paths and between the flanking streets will be a
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park area having a width of about 80 feet. This area will be devel-

oped, in a general way similar to that shown on sheet 11 on the west
side of the park boulevard and between N and O streets. North and
south streets are made noncontinuous, north and south travel being-

made through boundary streets. In addition to the east and west
streets made continuous under the open-valley plan, we have O street

under the conduit plant No. 2. The grades of the parkway are so ar-

ranged that in case of overflow the water will be confined to the park
area and not scattered over the adjacent section of the city. The con-
nection with Potomac Park, below Pennsylvania avenue, will be the
same as in the three preceding projects.

This plan is impracticable on account of the great cost, therefore in
writing this portion of the report I have not attempted to go into
detail.

S. Doc. 458, 60-1 3*
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